A comparison of the traditional method of counting viable cells and a quick microplate method for monitoring the growth characteristics of Listeria monocytogenes.
To determine: (i) the growth parameters (specific growth rate, lag time, asymptotic amount of growth, generation time and time for maximum growth rate) of Listeria monocytogenes in different broths by standard cultivation methods and (ii) whether a microplate method in conjunction with a standard nondedicated plate reader could be adapted to routine assay. Growth curves were determined from cell numbers in a standard tube method at 2 h intervals by serial dilution and plating, and in a microplate method by absorbance measurements. Growth curves were fitted with a modified Gompertz function. The microplate method was similar to the standard cultivation methods in accuracy, required less chemical reagents, and considerably reduced the time required for analyses. This work also illustrates that growth characteristics of bacteria are not necessarily constant, and depend on the methodology used. It is not the intended purpose of this paper to present all the data for the media tested but instead to illustrate the success of the microplate method for studying growth kinetics compared to a standard cultivation method and system precision. The method will be of considerable benefit to laboratories unable to afford dedicated workstations.